
 

Flame burns out on NASA's long-running
spacecraft fire experiment
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A sample of fabric burns inside an uncrewed Cygnus cargo craft during a
previous Spacecraft Fire Safety Experiment investigation, Saffire-IV. Credit:
NASA
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NASA recently concluded the final mission of its Spacecraft Fire Safety
Experiment, or Saffire, putting a blazing end to an eight-year series of
investigations that provided insights into fire's behavior in space.

The final experiment, Saffire-VI, launched to the International Space
Station in August 2023 and concluded its mission on Jan. 9, when the
Northrop Grumman Cygnus spacecraft it was flying on safely burned up
during planned re-entry into Earth's atmosphere.

Dr. David Urban, principal investigator, and Dr. Gary Ruff, project
manager at NASA's Glenn Research Center in Cleveland, have led the
Saffire project from Northeast Ohio since its initial spark in 2016.
Throughout the experiment series, researchers gathered data NASA will
use to enhance mission safety and inform future spacecraft and spacesuit
designs.

"How big a fire does it take for things to get bad for a crew?" Urban
said. "This kind of work is done for every other inhabited structure here
on Earth—buildings, planes, trains, automobiles, mines, submarines,
ships—but we hadn't done this research for spacecraft until Saffire."

Like previous Saffire experiments, Saffire-VI took place inside a unit on
an uninhabited Cygnus spacecraft that had already departed from the
space station, ensuring the safety of the orbiting laboratory and a more
representative flight environment. However, this final iteration of the
experiment was unique because of the higher oxygen concentration and
lower pressure generated in the test unit to simulate the conditions within
crewed spacecraft.

During the 19 Saffire-VI experiment runs, the NASA team and
counterparts at Northrop Grumman made various adjustments to air
conditions. They then ignited a flame on materials such as plexiglass,
cotton, Nomex, and Solid Inflammability Boundary at Low-Speed
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fabrics. A bead-lined wire inside the unit ignited the materials.

"The Saffire flow unit is a wind tunnel. We're pushing air through it,"
Ruff said. "Once test conditions are set, we run an electrical current
through a thin wire, and the materials ignite."

Cameras inside allowed the team to observe the flame while remote
sensors outside the Saffire flow unit collected data about what was
happening in the Cygnus vehicle. The images and information were
gathered in real time before being sent to Earth for scientists to analyze.

"You've got a heat release rate and a rate of release of combustion
products," Ruff said. "You can take those as model input and predict
what will happen in a vehicle."

The next decade of exploration and science missions will see astronauts
flying deeper into space and to locations that have yet to be explored.
Though the Saffire experiments have been extinguished, NASA has
learned valuable lessons and gathered mountains of data on fire behavior
that will help the agency design safer spacecraft and accomplish its
ambitious future missions.
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